
InVentry Sign-in and Visitor Management System is 
trusted by more than 8,000 organisations and gives 
quick and accurate visitor and employee information, 
which enables the prevention of unauthorised 
personnel gaining access to your secure site.
InVentry provides the latest technology to ensure you know who’s 
onsite at any given time, guaranteeing the safeguarding of employees, 
visitors, contractors and more. InVentry is essential for maximum 
traceability of all personnel and guests onsite and also fully integrates 
with all major door entry and access management systems. 

The Importance of Visitor Management for your business 

The InVentry Sign-in System has been developed with consideration to 
both GDPR and safeguarding, to ensuring the safety and wellbeing of 
personal attending your premises, which is undoubtedly at the forefront  
of your business operations.

The fully integrated system not only helps to improve the efficiency 
into the building, but it also simplifies the regulatory burden placed on 
organisations with contractor management, GDPR, and various other 
health and safety bodies.

Packed full of features, you will have the ability to pre-book visitors, 
manage all approved contractors in one central location, and can even 
sign-in personnel home or remote working. With the use of the InVentry 
Anywhere App you’ll have the facility to manage agile working and manage 
large-scale evacuations, ensuring maximum safety and visibility  
of personnel at all times.

Integrate your InVentry System with Paxton 

Trigger door release with the single swipe of an ID card with a Paxton 
integration for an added sense of security for your organisation. With 
a door access control system, businesses can populate users directly 
through their MIS system! Assign temporary door access cards to pre-
booked visitors, contractors and have the ability to only enter a visitors’ 
information once for it to be automatically added to both the InVentry and 
Paxton database. 

InVentry speeds up the signing in process, keeps identity information 
secure, and leaves businesses feeling confident that their personnel  
are safe.

Please contact CMYK to request further information,  
or book a free online and on-site demonstration.  
ask@cmyk-digital.co.uk   0191 389 7751

Safeguard your Staff, Visitors & Contractors 
with InVentry Sign-in Solutions from CMYK
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